
 

Virginia Basketball Academy  

Bruins AAU Basketball Program Overview, 

Philosophy and Notes 

 

VABA Mission, Vision & Values 

The VABA Mission is “to build character and shape lives through the game of basketball.” 

The VABA Vision is “to inspire youth to become exemplary citizens.” 

The VABA Values are:  

1. To fund scholarships in order to make our programs available for all youth. 

2. To instill the values of discipline, respect, hard work, responsibility, teamwork and heart. 

3. To provide the highest quality basketball teaching programs. 

 

VABA Bruins Purpose & Philosophy 

The VABA Bruins’ purpose is to provide a challenging basketball experience to highly-committed student-

athletes that will foster, at minimum, a highly competitive, off-season opportunity to develop skills and 

character in a team setting.  Ideally, within the context of VABA’s comprehensive programmatic 

schedule, these teams may develop a year-round schedule that could further advance developmental 

goals. 

 

VABA’s Definition of Success 

“Success is peace of mind which is a direct result of self-satisfaction in knowing you did your best to 

become the best that you are capable of becoming.”  Adopted from its inspirational figure, John 

Wooden, VABA’s definition of success does not mention winning.  Coach Wooden is widely regarded as 

the most successful coach in history, not only because of the 10 National Championships his teams won, 

but most importantly because of his emphasis on moral and physical condition.  In fact, the Bruins name 

originates from the UCLA mascot.  The VABA Bruins program serves to carry on the legacy of Coach 

Wooden by representing his team’s mascot and the standards of excellence they will forever epitomize. 

 

VABA Culture & Code of Ethics 

VABA’s culture is centered on its mission to build character and shape lives through the game of 

basketball.  All coaches, student-athletes, parents and fans are expected to understand and support 

VABA’s mission and culture of sportsmanship, representing VABA by demonstrating behavior that is 

positive and supportive. 

 

AAU Basketball Culture 

The AAU basketball “culture” may, at times, present some stark contrasts to the VABA culture.  In 

essence, VABA teams are venturing outside the VABA realm and will be exposed to other approaches to 

athletics.  Coaches, parents, fans and athletes from other programs may or may not espouse the same 

VABA ideals.  Regardless, it is imperative that all VABA representatives set the proper example and 

demonstrate the utmost in sportsmanship and proper decorum, always remaining mindful of our 

collective responsibility to uphold the VABA mission and culture. 

 

 

 

“Building character and shaping lives through the game of basketball.”   

www.PlayVABA.org                      
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VABA Coaches: Leading, Mentoring, and Teaching  

VABA basketball coaches are leaders, mentors and teachers.  First and foremost, a 

VABA coach knows that coaching is leadership.  He/She leads his team, always 

keeping the VABA Mission and culture first and foremost in his mind.  A VABA coach 

understands that he/she is leading a group, a team, and must emphasize the 

importance of not only playing hard and playing smart, but always ”thinking team”  

first.  Second, a VABA coach is a role model and a mentor.  A VABA coach is consistent, fair and instills 

discipline, defining success based on effort, attitude and concentration.  A VABA coach identifies his 

team motto and creed and emphasizes it consistently.  Finally, a VABA coach is a teacher of the 

fundamentals, focusing on skill development, physical condition and team play.  A VABA coach must 

clearly define how to play basketball “the right way” (fundamentally sound, man-to-man team defense, 

sharing the ball on offense, etc.), and his teams should strive to demonstrate this on the court. 
 

Developing Fundamentals 

There are no shortcuts to success.  Developing fundamentals takes time and patience.  As important as 

it is to install “schemes” at some level, a VABA Bruins team understands the critical importance of drilling 

the individual fundamentals in practice – and this takes repetition and patience.  Within the AAU 

basketball culture, there is a widespread trend for young teams to employ a multitude of significantly 

advanced systems.  The rationale is that these are advanced players.  However, this may lead to the 

temptation of pretending/attempting to be a college-level team, and this can lead to numerous bad 

habits that can be continually reinforced by repeated play.  The VABA approach is more deliberate, with 

the emphasis on executing fundamentals properly first, and then patiently building quickness, over time 

and through repetition and duress, as habits are formed and comprehension improves.   
 

Elite Team 

10-15 invitations are sent out to the top players in a grade level.  The “Elite” Team is the top Bruins 

team in the grade level.  
 

Competitive Team 

10-15 invitations are sent out the next tier.  This makes up the “Competitive” Bruins.  These teams are 

identified beginning in the 2nd grade.   
 

Developmental Team 

The “Developmental” Bruins team is the considered the silver-level group/team assigned to a particular 

grade level.  The Bruins Developmental team typically practices once/week (usually on Friday’s).  

Developmental teams may play in travel tournaments (@ coaches’ discretion).   In addition to 

Developmental Team Tournament opportunities, developmental players may earn an opportunity to be 

“called up” to participate with (or even, eventually join) the “Competitive” Team (the Competitive and 

Developmental coaches would collaborate in this decision). 
 

Select Team: 

The “Select” Bruins team participates only in the Summer Travel tournaments.  This team is formed at 

the end of the spring, via a selection process between the Elite & Competitive coaches.  In other words, 

the spring is used as an additional try-out/evaluation.  Those players who choose to continue playing 

into the summer months, and are selected from the “Comp” & “Dev” teams make up the “Select” Bruins 

Team. 
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Winning v. Competing (within the VABA Mission) 

In the short term, developing fundamentals may mean that teams will sacrifice 

winning games.  This will be especially true for younger teams, with the mindset 

that over time, fundamentals will create the foundation for long-term success, the 

natural by-product eventually being winning games.  But, winning and losing is 

never the first priority or focus.  For older teams, coaches may expect more 

comprehension and overall skill and understanding, and in this setting, may challenge players to utilize 

their skills sooner in competition in order to compete.  Ultimately, we talk about effort (playing hard), 

execution (playing smart) and teamwork (thinking team).  These should be the goals. Winning and 

losing are only a by-product of those goals. In game and practice situations alike, we focus on 

competing with all-out effort and putting our teams in situations that best develop competitive 

greatness.  

 

Defensive Play 

VABA Bruins teams play man-to-man defense.  Bruins may use full court press of any kind, but 

ultimately, VABA coaches believe that man defense is one of the best tools to develop character.  

Teaching man defense requires the instilling of concentration, teamwork, communication, discipline, 

responsibility, toughness, desire, selflessness and many more essential life values and skills.  It is also 

important to learn man defense at a younger age as it will better prepare players for the potentiality of 

playing high school basketball and/or beyond.  Oftentimes, other AAU teams will resort to playing zone 

because it may be easier to teach or provides an advantage to the defense – so VABA Bruins teams 

must prepare to play against zone - but our reputation will be based on our commitment to solid, 

fundamental man-to-man team defense. 

 

Offensive Play 

VABA Bruins teams share the ball.  Bruins teams depend on consistent team work, ball  

movement, ball reversal, body movement, screening and cutting in order to find the best  

shot on each possession.  Shot selection, taking care of the ball, moving without the ball and helping 

others get open are the team-minded offensive priorities for Bruins teams.  While AAU basketball is 

commonly characterized as “street ball” commonly comprised of one-on-five dribble penetration, high 

ball-screens with the best player and isolation, the VABA Bruins believe the best athlete is the ball, 

looking to find the open man, getting all players involved and making the opposing defense work.   
 

Competition 

There is a wide range of levels of competition.  Some teams may be extremely talented athletically, 

dedicate numerous days a week to practice, and have played together for years.  In these cases, the 

competitive level may be overwhelming.  Regardless, VABA Bruins teams use these opportunities to 

learn how to compete, no matter the score or the opponent, and continue to play hard, develop mental 

toughness and dedicate themselves toward further improvement in the face of challenges.  
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believe the best athlete is the ball, looking to find the open man, getting all players involved and making 

the opposing defense work.   
 

Competition 

There is a wide range of levels of competition.  Some teams may be extremely talented athletically, 

dedicate numerous days a week to practice, and have played together for years.  In these cases, the 

competitive level may be overwhelming.  Regardless, VABA Bruins teams use these opportunities to 

learn how to compete, no matter the score or the opponent, and continue to play hard, develop mental 
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Playing time, Game situations, Practices, Coaches  

Unlike the VABA winter leagues, there are no playing time rules for VABA Bruins teams.  

Coaches are not required to play their players equal or a minimum number of minutes.  

However, coaches are expected to keep the developmental goals for all of their athletes a priority, 

finding every opportunity to challenge and improve the mental and physical abilities of all players on the 

team.  In an extremely competitive atmosphere like AAU, coaches will make in-game decisions regarding 

each player’s aptitude to succeed in specific situations and match-ups, while also balancing these goals 

with the team’s viability to compete.  In addition, the quality of the opponent can be unpredictable and 

can vary greatly, which can provide the coaches opportunities to play a variety of line-ups throughout 

the season.  It is even possible (although not ideal) that a Bruins athlete could attend numerous weeks 

of practice, travel to a tournament and not play (or play significant minutes).  That being stated, the 

practices will always be the first emphasis for VABA coaches and players.  Games will be where that 

learning is tested, but oftentimes, more learning may take place during the practice sessions than the 

games, and every player and parent should see the value in this time as well when considering the long-

term goals. 
 

Playing time, Parents, Trusting the coach, Buying into the team concept, Loyalty 

It is never appropriate for a parent to discuss playing time with the coach.  If this ever 

becomes a concern, we encourage the athlete to approach the coach about playing time.  Bruins 

Coaches are required to inform VABA Leadership if a parent attempts to discuss playing 

time (&/or complain about playing time) with the coach.  In this event, players may be 

removed from the team roster.    Occasionally, within the context of a competitive level of 

basketball, parents of athletes who have been selected for an “elite” team, have some impatient, 

misguided or unrealistic expectations or goals for their child, and are unwilling to trust the coach with 

the decision of playing time.  Sitting in the stands, parents may make their own decisions.  

VABA parents do not engage in this.  While we believe it is nearly impossible for a parent to fully put 

the team ahead of their child (and we do not expect the parent to do so), it is essential that the child 

puts the team ahead of him/herself, trusts the coach’s decisions, and the parent does nothing but 

support this 100%.  Stereotypically, the “AAU culture” has consisted of “helicopter parents” who 
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hover around their child, shopping around when their child does not play the minutes 

they think they deserve or score the number of points they expect, and either quit or 

find another team when they become disgruntled.  We believe this teaches a 

negative lesson to the child.  Similar to the selection of its players, VABA takes 

meticulous steps to find the best coaches willing to dedicate countless 

hours to young athletes, and VABA Bruins parents, student-athletes and 

families are expected to be patient, supportive, loyal to the team, trust the VABA leadership 

and support the coach’s decisions with regard to playing time.   

 

The VABA Bruins Season, Team formation, Tournament play, Travel 

The Bruins season usually begins in the spring (mid-March).  Team formation and  

Finalization usually takes place at this time and is at the discretion of the head coach.   

Rosters may adjust somewhat during this period (and throughout the year), but the goal is to keep the 

unit as homogenous as possible, with changes and additional evaluations taking place at the beginning 

of each spring.  In addition, coaches may use the VABA winter leagues to evaluate players and make 

decisions regarding rosters.  Coaches will communicate with parents in an effort to schedule weekend 

tournaments (usually Saturday events, sometimes Sat-Sun or Fri-Sat-Sun).  Coaches decide what an 

appropriate expectation is with regard to the frequency of tournaments and acceptable attendance.  At 

the end of the academic school year, coaches may make the decision to end the spring season or 

continue into the summer and/or pick up again in the fall and continue playing in tournaments.  Without 

conflicting with VABA winter league season commitments, VABA Bruins teams may also participate in 

winter tournaments as well. 
 

SAC Cards, Academic and Behavioral Expectations, Practice attendance 

VABA Bruins coaches are expected to openly discuss their athletes’ academics, behavior and team 

commitments.  To this end, coaches employ the Student-Athlete Commitment Card (at their discretion) 

before tournament weekends.  The SAC Card is a tool for Bruins coaches and parents to help motivate 

their student-athletes to maintain family academic and behavior expectations, while also instilling 

discipline by using the incentive to play in games.  In these cases, the coach/parent may use the bench 

as an instrument to teach.  Coaches outline specific expectations with regard to practice punctuality, 

attendance, effort and attitude and carry out consequences, via the SAC Card, as they deem best. 
 

Fees, Costs, Commitments 

All fees and costs are subject to change each spring based on the number of teams, participants, varying 

gym costs, uniform costs, etc.  Varying rates are comprised of any combination of the following: gym 

rental/custodial fees, jersey, shorts, shooting shirt, liability/accident insurance, estimated financial aid, 

and operation costs.  The VABA Bruins program is comprised of a variety of teams, age-groups, coaches, 

practice locations/needs, uniform types/brands, uniform printing styles, insurance coverage needs, etc. 

all of which fall under and are priced within the operational budget of the Virginia Basketball Academy (a 

501(c)(3) organization).   

 

Practice Uniforms 

All Bruins Players receive a reversible practice jersey (to keep).   
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Game Uniforms (fees)  

Uniforms consist of a reversible jersey and a pair of matching pair of shorts.  

VABA Bruins uniforms are typically issued, but can also be purchased. Teams 

can choose to purchase shooting shirts each season (not included in the 

individual fee).  Shooting shirts can be included with a Team Sponsor 

 

Travel Costs, Tournament fees, Scheduling 

Travel costs (gas, meals, lodging, etc.) are not included in the Initiation Fee or Seasonal Dues.  

Tournament entry fees usually range from $150 - $350/team and are split between the team members 

attending a particular tournament.  Since coaches usually pay this amount, “out-of-pocket,” directly to 

the tournament organizers, it is incumbent upon the team members to pay the coach directly (not 

VABA), prior to participation in the tournament.  Those that do not pay their portion of the tournament 

fee may not be allowed to participate.  Coaches/teams begin tournament play whenever they decide.  

All tournaments charge admission which range from $10 - $30 per person for a single tournament.   

AAU (Amateur Athletic Union)  
The Amateur Athletic Union is one of the largest non-profit volunteer sports organizations in the United 

States.  A multi-sport organization, the AAU is dedicated exclusively to the promotion and development 

of amateur sports and physical fitness programs.   

 

Tournaments (AAU sanctioned or non-sanctioned) 

At the direction of the head coach working in consensus with the team, VABA Bruins teams may choose 

to register their team and student-athletes with the AAU and participate in AAU sanctioned events.  

Registering with the AAU ($14/player, not included in initiation fee or season dues) and participating in 

sanctioned events allows teams the opportunity to qualify for regional, state and national tournaments.  

Teams may choose not to register with the AAU and participate in sanctioned events, and simply take 

part in non-sanctioned tournaments.  And, tournaments, in general, will vary in their quality, when it 

comes to level of competition or punctuality, and oftentimes there is a great deal of unpredictability in 

finding the best tournaments.  Tournament information may be found at www.acahoops.com.   

 

Contact – your primary contact will always be your head coach.   
For more questions,please email info@playvaba.org.   
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